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1. Executive summary

A series of twin dedicated forecast experiments have been carried out by three partners, with either
realistic or else unrealistic (i.e. climatological or randomized) snow initialisation, in order to determine
the impact of snow initialisation upon subseasonal-to-seasonal forecasts. Forecasts starting in either
autumn (November) or spring (April or May) have received most attention, due to their respective
potential impact on the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and on the Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM).
Operational forecasts and existing hindcasts have also been compared to the new experiments.
None of the models showed an impact of the autumn snow initialisation on the winter-mean NAO
index. However, in an in-depth case study of the cold European 2009/10 winter, realistic snow
initialisation brings the NAO index closer to observations in the first month, compared to a simulation
with large snow perturbations. The rapid feedback involves a stratospheric pathway. The impact is
hence at sub-seasonal time scales. Difference in the anomaly correlation coefficients (ACC) for surface
temperature indicate local positive increments across Eurasia at that sub-seasonal scale. There is also a
distinctive improvement in the ACC for snow, e.g. over Eurasia, and probabilistic forecast diagnostics
indicate that snow forecasts with realistic initialisation are more reliable.
Concerning the ISM, analysis with the ECMWF model indicates that high snow in April over the
Himalaya-Tibetan Plateau is associated with a one-week delay of the large-scale onset. A comparison
with forecasts characterized by large initial snow perturbations allows to attribute half of the delay to
snow initialisation over that region, a period comparable to the inter-annual variance in the model
onset. The EC-Earth study over the same period however indicates no significant skill increment when
using realistic versus climatological snow and soil moisture, if the onset is measured in terms of
precipitation, and rather points out to the importance of high resolution for accrued skill.
2. Project objectives

With this deliverable, the project has contributed to the achievement of the following objectives (see
DOW Section B.1.1.2):
No.
1.

Objective
Yes
To achieve an objective exhaustive evaluation of current forecast X
quality from dynamical, statistical, and consolidated systems to
identify the factors limiting s2d predictive capability

2.

To test specific hypotheses for the improvement of s2d predictions, X
including novel mechanisms responsible for high-impact events
using a process-based verification approach

3.

To develop innovative methods for a comprehensive forecast
quality assessment, including the maximum skill currently
attainable
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No.
4.

5.

6.

Objective
Yes
To facilitate the integration of multidimensional observational data X
of the atmosphere-ocean-cryosphere-land system as sources of
initial conditions, and to validate and calibrate climate predictions
To achieve an improved forecast quality at regional scales by X
better initialising the different components, an increase in the
spatial resolution of the global forecast systems and the
introduction of important new process descriptions
To assess the best alternatives to characterise and deal with the
uncertainties in climate prediction from both dynamical and
statistical perspectives for the increase of forecast reliability

No

X

7.

To achieve reliable and accurate local-to-regional predictions via
the combination and calibration of the information from different
sources and a range of state-of-the-art regionalisation tools

X

8.

To illustrate the usefulness of the improvements for specific
applications and develop methodologies to better communicate
actionable climate information to policy-makers, stakeholders and
the public through peer-reviewed publications, e-based
dissemination tools, multi-media, examples for specific
stakeholders (energy and agriculture), stakeholder surveys,
conferences and targeted workshops

X

9.

To support the European contributions to WMO research initiatives
on s2d prediction such as the GFCS and enhance the European
role on the provision of climate services according to WMO
protocols by creating examples of improved tailored forecastbased products for the GPCs and participating in their transfer to
worldwide RCCs and NHMSs.

X

3. Detailed report on the deliverable

3.1. Introduction
Snow covered land is an important component of the climate system. Its importance stems from the
remarkable insulating and reflecting properties of snow and from the role of the snowpack in the
hydrological cycle. Due to its high albedo, the snow cover reduces net solar radiation and thereby
decreases the land surface temperature (snow-albedo effect). Excessive snow accumulation during
winter and spring also leads to colder surface temperature as a significant portion of the incoming solar
radiation is used in melting the snowpack and in the evaporative cooling of the resultant soil moisture
(snow-hydrology effect). Furthermore, a thick snowpack insulates the overlying air from the soil layer
below (snow-thermodynamic effect). During winter at high latitudes, the solar angle is low and days
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are short, hence the short-wave radiative snow-albedo feedback is less important than the
thermodynamical effect. This latter decoupling of the atmospheric temperature from the ground is
partly reproduced in models, and newer multi-layer snow schemes in forecast models lead to a more
effective insulation, and hence a further cooling of the near-surface atmosphere (Dutra et al., 2012). In
spring, the snow-albedo feedback plays a more important role, esp. over the expanses of Eurasia still
covered by snow, such as the Himalaya and Tibetan Plateau.
In addition to its effect on local meteorological conditions, many observational and model studies in
recent years have indicated that the snowpack can impact upon large-scale circulation patterns (Cohen
et al., 2014). There are two main situations where the snowpack has been argued to influence leading
circulation patterns: in the autumn over Eurasia with a potential influence on the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) or Arctic Oscillation (AO), and in the spring over the Himalaya-Tibet Plateau with a
potential influence on the Indian summer monsoon.
The seasonal predictability of the winter climate in the extratropics of the northern hemisphere is low,
and much effort is devoted to improve the winter prediction of the leading climate pattern, namely the
NAO and the AO. Observational statistical studies and modelling studies suggest that, when an
extensive snowpack prevails over Eurasia, the colder surface modulates the generation of planetaryscale wave trains downstream of the Eurasian landmass and their upward propagation in the
troposphere and stratosphere, with an ensuing lagged downward influence at high and mid-latitudes
(e.g. Cohen et al. 2014, for a review). Some of these observational studies argued that the snow cover
even conditions the phase of the NAO/AO, and justified the use of a snow index as predictor in
statistical hindcast models.
The Indian Summer Monsoon (ISM) is among the climate phenomena that have the strongest social
and economic impacts, affecting the most densely populated parts of the world. It appears as a complex
manifestation of the coupled ocean-atmosphere-land system. The prediction of the ISM onset and
rainfall has been an important research activity for decades, but is still limited. Among the various
factors influencing the ISM onset, the springtime snowpack over the Himalaya-Tibetan Plateau (HTP)
region has long been suggested to play a role. The physical basis for this hypothesis is that a thick
snowpack over the HTP region reduces the surface sensible heating of the overlying air and the deep
heating of the troposphere, hence delaying the reversal of the large-scale meridional temperature
gradient that marks the ISM onset.
These two main influences in autumn and spring will be addressed in the following, in light of new
coupled model simulations.
3.2. Statistical hindcasts of the AO/NAO
Both the October Eurasian snow cover extent and the snow advance index have been used as predictors
in statistical hindcast models aiming to predict the wintertime AO or NAO. The snow advance index is
well represented by the re-analyses that are used to initialize seasonal prediction models, such as ERAInterim land re-analyses (ERAINT-land) (Balsamo et al., 2015). Figure 1 shows that the correlation
between the satellite-derived snow advance index and the same index calculated from two versions of
ERAINT-land and from ERAINT. In the former case, the correlation is near 0.9, and while it is slightly
lower (0.7) in the latter case. Newer estimates of the correlation between these indices and the
wintertime AO index derived from atmospheric re-analyses indicate however that the correlation is not
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as high as reported in past publications. If ones uses the satellite-derived snow advance index, the
correlation with the AO is 0.8 when calculated over the period 1997 to 2010, similar to the value in
Cohen and Jones (2011). It falls down to 0.44 when the latest years are included (Fig. 1 and Table 1).
The correlation similarly decreases when using the snow advance indices derived from re-analyses. In
particular, the winter 2014/15 stands out with a rapid snow advance (SAI anomalously positive) and yet
a weakly positive AO.

Fig. 1 The snow advance index over Eurasia in October derived from satellite imagery (IMS; red), from ERAINT (black),
ERAINT-land (blue), and ERAINT-land uncorrected for GCPP (light blue) over the period 1997-2014. The winter mean
AO index (reversed) is also indicated (green). Correlations between the ERAINT snow indices and the satellite-derived
snow index are also indicated, as well as the correlation with the winter AO, which are repeated in the Table 1 (right
column).

1997-2010

1997-2014

ERAINT

0.17

0.13

ERAINT-land

0.63

0.46

ERAINT-land- 0.66
uncorrected

0.52

IMS

0.44

0.80

Table 1. Correlation between Snow Advance Index (SAI) and winter-mean (DJF) AO for the periods 1997-2010 (14 years,
left column), and 1997-2014 (18 years, right column); correlations are calculated for the SAI derived from satellite
observation (IMS), ERAINT-land, ERAINT-land uncorrected for GCPP, and ERAINT.

This poor correlation sheds some doubts on the driving of winter-mean AO by the sole snow forcing.
This is further confirmed by the predictions with state-of-the-art systems made during SPECS, as will
be shown below. More recently, statistical hindcast models have been further developed to include not
only a predictor related to the autumn Eurasian snow cover, but also to autumn Arctic sea ice
variability (Garcia-Serrano et al, 2015; Furtado et al., 2016). We will come back on this point in the
Section 3.4.
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3.3. Dynamical ensemble prediction systems
3.3.1. Role of snow in seasonal prediction
There has been recent progress in assessing the contribution of snow initialization to seasonal
predictability with state-of-the-art, coupled dynamical prediction models. Orsolini et al. (2013) have
performed a suite of sub-seasonal forecasts with the ECMWF ensemble forecast system to investigate
the impact of accurate snow initialisation. Pairs of two-month ensemble forecasts were started every 15
days from October through December over the years 2004-2009, with either realistic initialization of
snow variables based on re-analyses (hereafter Series 1), or with “scrambled” snow initial conditions
from an alternate date and year. Initially, the presence of a thick snowpack cools surface temperature
over the continental land masses of Eurasia and North America. At the 30-day lead, the temperature
difference between the pair of forecasts shows a warming over the Arctic and Eurasian high latitudes
and a cooling over Eurasian mid-latitudes, associated with the intensification and westward expansion
of the Siberian High. When compared to ERA-Interim atmospheric re-analyses (ERAINT), the Series1
simulations initialized with a realistic snowpack show a reduced cold bias over the Arctic, and a
reduced warm bias over Eurasian mid-latitudes. Positive skill increase (up to ~0.7) over large
contiguous areas can be found downstream of the snow covered land masses, first at the 15-day lead
time over Labrador and the eastern Canadian Arctic, and later at 30-day lead time over the Pacific and
Siberian sectors of the Arctic Ocean and over the Northern Pacific.
In SPECS, we further determine whether accurate snow initialization can improve sub-seasonal to
seasonal forecast skill using several coupled models over a longer period. Three groups participated
with dedicated experiments, which are summarized in the Table 2 below.
ECMWF Seasonal Forecast model (ECMWF, NILU)
Following the SNOWGLACE methodology (Orsolini et al., 2013), we analyse two large ensembles of
seasonal forecasts with the coupled models, for four start dates in autumn or spring over the period
(2004-2013). Both ensembles of forecasts with 51 members have realistic initial atmospheric and
oceanic states, derived from ERAINT and from oceanic analyses, respectively. The initial land states
for both ensembles are derived from ERAINT-land (Balsamo et al., 2015). In first ensemble, hereafter
Series1 or S1, the snow-related prognostic variables (snow density, albedo, temperature, and snow
water equivalent) are realistically initialized from ERAINT and are identical for all members. In the
second set however, hereafter Series2 or S2, the land-related variables are climatological. This is
different from the older 11-member SNOWGLACE simulations, where a scrambling procedure was
used in S2. The difference between the two ensembles, S1 minus S2, can be attributed to the effect of
snow initialisation. In addition, we made comparisons with reforecasts carried out with operational
seasonal forecasting system (System 4 or S4). In addition, the earlier SNOWGLACE ECMWF
experiments mentioned above were re-examined for a dedicated case study highlighted in CrossCutting Theme 3 (CCT3), namely the cold European winter 2009/10.
EC-Earth simulations (BSC)
Four sets of 4-month 10-member seasonal re-forecasts were carried out with the EC-Earth 3.1 coupled
model at different resolutions. The atmospheric initial conditions are generated from ERAINT. The 10
atmospheric initial conditions use to create the ensemble are generated using atmospheric singular
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vectors. Ocean and sea-ice initial conditions provided by the GLORYS2v1 reanalysis, produced at the
ORCA025 resolution, have been used for high-resolution experiments (ORCA025-T511). For the
standard resolution experiments (ORCA1-T255), these initial conditions have been interpolated to the
ORCA1 resolution and smoothed to avoid initial shocks. The soil component is initialised with the
ERAINT-land reanalysis (Balsamo et al. 2015) for the SRes-CLIM and HRes-CLIM the soil is
initialized with the climatology of ERAINT-land. These forecasts are using different configurations of
the atmosphere and ocean components and different soil initial conditions. Start dates are NOV 1 and
MAY 1 for every year from 1993 to 2009. Two groups of experiments are considered: the standard
resolution group: SRes-CLIM and SRes-INIT (T255-ORCA1L46) and the high-resolution group:
HRes-INIT and HRes-CLIM (T511-ORCA025L75).
MeteoF model (MeteoF)
The series of 4-month 30-member seasonal forecasts were carried out with the CNRM-CM5 coupled
model over the period 1991-2012. Start dates were NOV 1 and FEB 1. Again, two series of
experiments were considered: one with realistic land initialisation, incl. soil moisture and snow, based
on ERAINT-land, corrected with the GPCC forcing, and a second with a climatological initialisation.
Partner

BSC

ECMWF

MétéoFrance

Model

EC-Earth 3.1

IFS-41r1

CNRM-CM5

Start dates

FEB 1, MAY 1

NOV 1, DEC 1,

FEB 1, NOV 1

MAR 1, APR 1
Period

1981-2010

2004-2013

1991-2012

Length

4 months

3 or 4 months

4 months

Land

ERAINT-land

ERAINT-land

ERAINT-land

Soil moisture +

Snow

Soil moisture +

Initialisation

Snow
Ensemble size

10

Snow
51

30

Table 2. Dedicated snow initialisation experiments carried out in SPECS.
3.3.2. Initialisation of snow with ERAINT-land
ERAINT-land (Balsamo et al., 2015) appears as a better snow product than ERAINT, and is used as
initial conditions for the simulations made during SPECS by ECMWF, BSC and Meteo-France. At
ECMWF, there exists two main versions of ERAINT-land. One is used to initialise the ECMWF
operational seasonal forecast system (S4) and the other is a version uncorrected for the GPCC
precipitation and is used to initialise the current ECMWF monthly prediction system (ENS). In
SPECS, only the former one is used. Turning to the validation of snow depth, it appears in Fig. 2 that
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there is a positive bias across Eurasia between in-situ station data and ERAINT-land, using the
Historical Soviet Daily Snow Depth over the period 1979-1995 as station data. For snow cover, the
anomaly correlation coefficient in Fig. 3 also shows that, throughout the year, the observed inter-annual
variability is better captured by both versions of ERAINT-land than by ERAINT. This stems from an
issue with snow in years prior to 2004 in ERAINT, when the satellite imagery had not been assimilated
yet (see Orsolini et al., 2013).

Fig. 2 Bias in snow depth (cm) between in-situ station data and ERAINT-land, using the Historical Soviet Daily Snow
Depth over the period 1979-1995.

Fig. 3 Anomaly Correlation Coefficient (ACC) of snow cover fraction over Eurasia between satellite imagery (IMS) and
ERAINT (black), ERAINT-land (blue), and ERAINT-land uncorrected (light blue).

3.3.3. Eurasian autumn snow and the NAO in the cold winter 2009/10
The winter 2009/10 was remarkably cold and snowy over North America and across Eurasia, from
Europe to the Far East, bringing record snow storms and bitter cold air outbreaks. These cold
conditions over North America and Europe coincided with one of the most extreme negative phases of
the NAO in the observational record (e.g. Fereday et al., 2012). The North Atlantic jet stream also had
an extremely pronounced southward displacement through most of the December-to-February period.
Several studies investigated the external factors that, in addition to internal atmospheric variability,
could have potentially contributed to the negative NAO phase: sea surface temperature (SST) over the
Atlantic or over the equatorial Pacific, late-summer Arctic sea ice extent, land-atmosphere coupling
involving the Eurasian snow cover, stratospheric polar vortex variability and low solar short-wave
radiative forcing (Fereday et al., 2012; Jung et al., 2011). Jung et al. (2011) noted that, in the
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operational ECMWF forecasts started at the beginning of December or January, the NAO index rapidly
relaxed to near-neutral values following the initial negative anomaly. Their conclusion was that natural
atmospheric variability was responsible for the onset and persistence of the negative NAO phase. In
December 2009, the Eurasian snow cover extent was the second largest on record. The observed snow
depths anomalies at the beginning of autumn 2009 were not exceedingly large however. Figure 4
indeed shows that the snow depth averaged over Eurasia (40°E-140°E; 40°N-75°N) derived from
ERAINT was below its climatological value in October 2009. However, it increased very rapidly
throughout November and December, and it exceeded the long-term climatological value by the end of
that period.
In the particular case of the winter 2009/10, we reanalyzed older SNOWGLACE simulations, made
with two 11-member ensembles of two-month forecasts with the ECMWF coupled model starting on
December 1, 2009. More details can be found in Orsolini et al. (2016). We used the cycle 36R1
atmospheric model, which has 62 levels with an upper boundary near 5 hPa and a relatively high spatial
resolution (T255), equivalent to the resolution of ERAINT. In Series2, the snow-related variables are
randomized separately for each member, taken from earlier autumn start dates and other years. Since
snow initial conditions in Series2 are taken from earlier start dates, Series2 has smaller snow depths
than Series1. The difference between the Series1 and Series2 ensemble means can hence be interpreted
as a composite difference (high minus low snow). The scrambling of initial dates across the autumn
when the snow seasonal cycle induces rapid variations in snow depth implies that the snow
perturbations in Series2 can be large. Fig. 4 also shows the evolution of the ensemble-mean Eurasian
snow depth for both Series1 and Series2. It can be seen that, at the forecast start, Series2 has a lower
depth roughly corresponding to a one-month lag in the seasonal cycle (e.g. November instead of
December).

Fig. 4 Snow depth averaged over Eurasia (40°E-140°E; 40°N-75°N) from August 2009 to July 2010 in ERAINT (orange
curve) along with the climatology over 2004-2009 (black curve) and a one-standard-deviation spread (grey shading). Also
shown are snow depths averaged over Eurasia for the Series 1 (blue curve) and Series 2 (blue curve) forecasts started
December 1st, for the VAREPS forecast started December 3rd (green curve) and operational S3 forecasts started December
1st (pink curve). Units are cm of water equivalent.
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At the 15-day lead time, the differences in Series1 minus Series2 in sea level pressure (SLP) and 200hPa wind speed and SST (Fig. 5) display the characteristics of negative NAO anomalies across the
Atlantic: a north/south dipole in SLP, a jet stream displaced southwards and a tripole of SSTs. These
differences are also reflected in the normalized NAO index (Fig. 6). We use an index based on
normalized SLP anomaly differences between 65°N and 35°N averaged over the 80°W-30°E
longitudinal band. The daily SLP anomaly is calculated as a deviation from the climatology of our
ensemble of forecasts (66 forecasts, corresponding to six 11-member started December 1 over the years
2004-2009). The daily SLP anomaly is then normalized by its standard deviation over the two-month
period (1 December 2009 to 31 Jan 2010). For ERAINT, the SLP anomaly is based on the 2004-2009
daily climatology and the normalization is carried out in a similar fashion as the model forecasts. At the
0-day lead, the 15-day averaged ensemble-mean indices for Series1 and Series2 are nearly identical,
having the same initial atmospheric conditions. However, Series2 relaxes quickly to near-neutral NAO
conditions, while the initial negative NAO index is maintained throughout the two months in Series1.
Hence, in presence of a thick snowpack, the forecasted NAO index in Series1 remains negative and is
closer to the observations than Series2. While the accentuation of the negative NAO index in December
and the swing to a more weakly negative index in January are not captured in either forecast, it appears
that the snowpack contributes to the persistence of the initially negative NAO. Other forcings or
internal variability may govern the evolution of the observed NAO, but our argument is that the thick
snowpack contributes to the negative phase maintenance.

Fig. 5. Difference between Series1 and Series2 for sea level pressure (SLP), 200-hPa wind speed and SSTs but at the 15day lead time, as 15-day averages. Only values significant at the 95% confidence level are shown. Units are hPa, m/s and
°C, respectively.

This is further supported by additional analysis of the operational monthly forecasts carried out in
December 2009 with the ECMWF Variable Resolution Ensemble Prediction System (VAREPS). These
runs are very similar in that they use the same model cycle and land surface module, but they are
launched weekly and are of shorter duration (32 days) with a large ensemble size (51 members). The
only differences are that (i) the snow is initialized using operational analyses rather than ERAINT in
the VAREPS forecasts, (ii) the latter have a higher horizontal resolution (T399) during the first 10 days
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while having the same T255 resolution than our SNOWGLACE runs thereafter, and (iii) the ocean
coupling is introduced at day 10. The normalization of the NAO index for the VAREPS ensemblemean forecasts is based on the daily SLP using VAREPS reforecasts started in early December over the
same 2004-2009 period. For the VAREPS forecasts from December 3 (the closest day available to
December 1 start date of our SNOWGLACE simulations), the 15-day averaged ensemble-mean NAO
index remains close to its initial value, just as the Series1 simulations (Fig. 4, green squares). To
further support the notion that a relatively high horizontal resolution and realistic snow initialization is
important for the maintenance of the NAO initial negative conditions, we also analysed the thenoperational seasonal forecasts (System 3) which were referred to in Jung et al. (2011; their Fig. 1).
These forecasts are initialised with realistic, operational snow conditions and consist of 41 members;
they were also normalized relative to the same 2004-2009 period. It can be seen on Fig. 6 (pink
squares) that the initially negative values of the NAO index do not persist in these lower resolution
(T159) simulations.

Fig. 6. Normalized NAO index based on SLP anomaly differences between 65°N and 35°N averaged over the 80°W-30°E
longitudinal band. Indices are shown for Series 1 (blue crosses and circled cross for ensemble-mean), Series 2 (same in red),
ERAINT (orange circles), and for the ensemble-mean VAREPS forecasts (green squares) and for the ensemble-mean
operational (S3) forecasts (pink squares). Indices are for 15-day periods and plotted at the beginning of each period. (e.g.
December 1 corresponds to December 1-15).

Fluctuations in the strength of the wintertime polar stratospheric vortex contributes to the NAO
variability, both in observations and models. During the 2009/10 winter, the stratospheric zonal-mean
zonal flow at 60°N was anomalously weak in the second half of November and in early December,
before a brief period of intensification in early January and a major stratospheric warming in late
January. Even if internal variability or stratospheric influence are governing the NAO fluctuations, our
twin simulations show that the stratospheric circulation is readily affected by the presence of the cold
surface anomalies induced by the anomalously thick snowpack. Figure 7 shows the quasi-stationary
zonal-mean meridional eddy heat fluxes for Series1, Series2 and their difference, averaged over
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December 16-30. The increased fluxes at the 15-day lead time in Series1 implies enhanced vertical
propagation of quasi-stationary waves. Figure 8 shows the 15-day averaged zonal-mean zonal wind for
ERAINT as well as for Series1, Series2 and their difference. Consistent with the eddy heat flux
enhancement, the stratospheric vortex is weaker in Series1 than in Series2. Figure 8 also shows the
corresponding zonal winds for the VAREPS and for the operational (S3) forecasts, along with the
difference from their initial wind condition. Figure 8 reveals that a weakening of the stratospheric jet
has occurred in VAREPS but only very weakly so in S3, consistent with the snow-NAO coupling via
the stratosphere acting similarly in the high-resolution forecasts VAREPS as in Series1.
From the comparative analysis of our twin forecasts, we can deduce that the weaker vortex in Series1
readily exerts an influence at the surface, modulating the NAO: the response maximizing over the
North Atlantic appears once the stratospheric jet is being decelerated at the 15-day lead time (see Fig.
5). This is consistent with model studies of stratospheric downward influence on the surface circulation
having both a fast (order of a week) component in addition to the slowly-propagating downward
influence emphasized in Cohen et al. (2014). For example, composites of weak vortex events in the
Meteo-France ARPEGE model in Orsolini et al. (2011) showed a tropospheric response limited to the
North Atlantic during their onset and growth stages, as the stratospheric vortex starts to weaken (one
month to two weeks prior to the warming peak).
The presence of an anomalously high snow depth over Eurasia induces an anomalous surface and lower
atmospheric cooling. The cold hemispheric-wide temperature anomaly induces enhanced vertical wave
planetary propagation into the stratosphere, contributing to decelerate the polar stratospheric jet. The
rapid tropospheric response to the decelerating stratospheric jet maximizes over the North Atlantic
sector, and readily appears on a 15-day time scale. An established negative NAO phase would be
associated with an increase in Eurasian snow depth. In turn, our simulations suggest that the thicker
snow depths over Eurasia contribute to maintain the NAO negative phase, leading to further increase of
snow depths over Eurasia. The snow depth increase over Eurasia in our forecasts is actually weaker
than observed (Fig. 4), hence the snow/NAO feedback could well be underestimated by our
diagnostics.

Fig. 7 Height/latitude cross-section of 15-day averaged zonal-mean meridional eddy heat flux in (a) Series1, (b) Series2 and
(c) their difference (Series1 minus Series2) at the 15-day lead time. Units are m°K/s.
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Fig. 8 Height/latitude cross-section of 15-day averaged zonal-mean zonal winds in (a) Series1, (b) Series2, and (c) their
difference (Series1 minus Series2), as well as for (d) ECMWF VAREPS and (e) ECMWF Operational forecast S3, and the
difference from their initial conditions in the latter two cases (f,g). All forecast cross-sections are at the 15-day lead time.
Units are m/s

3.3.4. Role of snow initialisation over the period (2004-2013) in the ECMWF model
A recent study with the ECMWF S4 model shows that the model has high skill in predicting winter
mean AO from November 1st forecasts, over the period 1981-2010, although the signal-to-noise ratio is
too small (Stockdale et al., 2015). This is also supported by the SPECS simulations over the shorter
2003-2014 period, where the skill varies from 0.6 to 0.8, depending on the snow initialisation (Fig. 9).
The former paper argued that, in the recent 8-year period (2004-2011) which is very close to the 10year period used in SPECS, the AO is largely determined by the atmospheric initialisation, and not by
the surface initialisation. We indeed do see in Fig. 9 that, in the SPECS period, the winter-mean skill of
the AO (defined as in Stockdale et al., 2015) is not improved using realistic snow initialisation at this
long lead-time. The results of the 2009/10 winter case study mentioned above, along with the results in
Orsolini et al. (2013), suggest an influence on the NAO on the shorter subseasonal time-scale, of the
order of 2 to 4 weeks.
Systematic diagnostics were made on the ECMWF simulations spanning the 10-year period (20042013), for the different start dates (as indicated in Table 2). Both deterministic (ensemble-mean) and
probabilistic forecasts have been examined either globally or over key regions of interests (e.g.
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Northern Europe or Central Eurasia). These diagnostics include anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC),
Brier skill scores (BSS), ROC scores and reliability diagrams for a series of variables, although only
surface temperature (T2m) and snow depth are presented here.

Fig. 9 The Arctic Oscillation index for DJF, as analysed from ERAINT (black dotted line) and as predicted by the ensemble
means of S4 (blue), the realistic snow (green) and the climatological snow (orange). All forecasts are from 1 November
(one-month lead). The inset shows the ACC over the period 2004-2013 for the three ensembles of forecasts.

Figure 10 shows maps of the local monthly-mean ACC increment for T2m (i.e. realistic minus
climatological initialisation, or S1 minus S2). To this end, we used the aggregated forecasts with
November 1 and December 1 start dates, and the ACC increments are shown for the one-month (i.e.
November or December) and two-month (December or January) lead times. We have followed van den
Hurk et al. (2012) in multiplying each correlation by the its sign before taking the difference, so that a
S2 forecast with large negative correlation would not contribute to a positive skill difference. There are
indications that, in the first month, there is statistically significant positive skill increment in some
regions of western and central Eurasia, while there are no regions where the skill decreases when using
realistic initialisation. In the second month, positive skill increment is found further east over parts of
central and eastern Eurasia. In both cases, the skill increment is large (up to 0.6), taking into account
that the reference is a climatological initialisation.
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Fig. 10 Monthly-mean ACC increment of T2m (i.e. realistic minus climatological initialisation, or S1 minus S2) for lead
time 1 (left) and lead time 2 (right), aggregated over November 1 and December 1 start dates. Hence, the verifying months
are NOV + DEC (left) and DEC + JAN (right). The verification is against ERAINT. Hatched regions are significant at the
10% level using the two-tailed Steiger Test for dependent correlations with common verification observations (Steiger,
1980).

Figure 11 shows the monthly-mean ACC for snow depth over Eurasia (0ºE-180ºE;25ºN-80ºN), as a
function of lead times, again using the aggregated start dates. Results are shown for the operational
model S4 (blue bars), as well as for S1 (green bars) and S2 (orange bars). The realistically initialized
forecasts have clearly higher skill for snow, maintained into the 2nd month. The figure also shows the
monthly-mean ACC for T2m; in that case, the ACC are small and decreasing rapidly; there is,
however, indication that S1 has higher skill than the operational model, in the first month.
Figure 12 (first row) shows the weekly-mean ACCs for snow depth over Eurasia for the November 1
start date. On the left is the temporal ACC of the spatial mean snow, and on the right the temporal
mean of the spatially resolved ACC. S1 maintains a higher skill than the operational model S4 (black)
or S2 (red). The verification is against ERAINT-land. For surface temperature (Fig. 12), the skill falls
off rapidly and there is no clear improvement in S1 over the other forecasts.
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Fig. 11 Monthly-mean ACC for snow depth and for T2m over Eurasia, for lead time 1 (left) and lead time 2 (right) , and for
aggregation of November 1 and December 1 start dates. Results are show for the operational model S4 (blue bars), as well
as for S1 (green bars) and S2 (orange bars). The verification is against ERAINT-land for snow or ERAINT for temperature.

Fig. 12 (top row) Weekly-mean ACCs for snow depth over Eurasia for the November 1 start date. On the left is the
temporal ACC of the spatial mean, and on the right the temporal mean of the ACC spatial correlation pattern. Results are
show for the operational model S4 (black), as well as for S1 (blue) and S2 (red). The verification is against ERAINT-land.
(bottom row) Same for T2m. The verification is against ERAINT.
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Probabilistic forecast diagnostics (Brier skill scores, ROC scores and reliability diagrams) have been
calculated for T2m, snow depth, geopotential height at 500hPa, temperature at 850 hPa, sea level
pressure and precipitation, using monthly-mean data. We briefly show on Figs. 13 and 14 the
reliability diagrams for snow depth over Eurasia in the first month, again using the aggregated start
dates of November 1 or December 1. Results are shown for the lower and upper terciles, for S4 as well
as for S1 and S2. Different categories of reliability as in Weisheimer and Palmer (2014) are introduced
in Fig. 13, and applied on continental scales over the Northern Hemisphere. There is clear indication
that the realistically initialised forecasts (S1) are more reliable with improvement over North America
and Northern Europe for the high snow amount (upper tercile). This is further supported by the
reliability diagrams on Fig. 14, with points closer to the diagonal in the S1 case than in the S2 case. The
Brier skill score against climatological forecast is positive (0.247 for upper tercile), also indicating a
skill improvement. Minor improvement in reliability of surface temperature is also found in the first
month over North America, where the category changes from still useful to perfect (not shown).

Fig. 13 Monthly-mean reliability categories aggregated over November 1 and December 1 starts for snow depth over
various regions, for the lower and upper terciles (top and bottom, respectively), and in the first month. Results are shown for
S1 (left) and S2 (right). The verification is against ERAINT-land.
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Fig. 14 Monthly-mean reliability diagram for snow depth over EURASIA, for the lower and upper terciles (top and bottom,
respectively). Results are shown for lead-time 1, aggregated over November 1 and December 1 start dates. Shown are the
operational model S4 (left), S2 (center) and S1 (right). The verification is against ERAINT-land.

3.3.5. Role of snow initialisation over the period (1991-2012) in the MeteoF model
Diagnostics of the MeteoF simulations were carried out for the winter temperature and circulation with
the forecasts starting on November 1. Figure 14 shows the difference of the ACC (realistic minus
climatological initialisation) for winter-mean (DJF) surface temperature, hence at the one-month lead.
A statistically significant positive skill increment is found over parts of Central Eurasia, northern
Scandinavia and the Far East. Figure 15 shows the box-plot diagram of the winter-mean (DJF) NAO
index for both the climatological (left) and realistic (right) initialisation. The index is the projection of
model anomalies of geopotential height at 500 hPa onto the first regional (North Atlantic) EOF of
ERAINT. Again, in accordance with the results from the other models, there is no improvement in the
skill for the winter-mean NAO at this one-month lead-time. The fact that the skill is even lowered by
using realistic initial conditions should not be over-interpreted since small variations in skill estimation
can arise from the limited sampling. For the winter 2009/10 in particular, both forecasts predict a
similar negative NAO, although a much weaker anomalous index than in the observations. It is
important to consider that in contrast to the former case study with the ECMWF model, this study
estimated skill difference between global climatological and realistic initial conditions, rather between
initial conditions with large snow perturbations. In order words, following the terminology of Section
3.3.3., the snow initial conditions in S2 are already close to those in S1.
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Fig. 15 Increment of the ACC (realistic minus climatological initialisation) for surface temperature in DJF (one-month lead)
for the MeteoF simulations. The verification is against ERAINT.

Fig. 16 Box-plot diagram of the winter-mean (DJF) NAO index (defined as model projection onto the first EOF of Z500
over the North Atlantic in ERAINT) for the climatological (left) and realistic (right) initialisation for the MeteoF
simulations. Also shown is the ERAINT index.

3.3.6. Impact of springtime snow initialisation upon the monsoon in the ECMWF model
As a transition season, the spring is also a period when snow inter-annual variability could impact
circulation patterns. In spring, longer days allows the snow albedo feedback to play a more important
role. In fact, the first suggestion of a major impact of the snow cover on the general circulation is
perhaps the inverse relationship between the springtime Himalayan snowpack and subsequent rainfall
over the Indian sub-continent, known as the Blanford hypothesis. There have been many observational
and model studies addressing this hypothesis, but contradictory results were found, depending on
whether snow depth or snow cover was considered, and on the nature of the snow observations (i.e. insitu or satellite-borne). Several modeling studies have also tried to identify a snow-monsoon
relationship, but again with mixed results. The implications of such a relationship for seasonal
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forecasting with modern dynamical prediction systems have been little explored.
At a fundamental level, the monsoon onset is marked by the seasonal reversal of the meridional
tropospheric temperature gradient (TTG) over the Indian monsoon region, resulting mainly from the
deep tropospheric heating over the Himalayan and Tibetan Plateau (HTP) region during the premonsoon period, which is faster than on oceanic areas to the south. The current reasoning and the
physical basis for this Blanford hypothesis would be that a thick snowpack over the Himalaya-Tibetan
Plateau (HTP) region would have a local cooling effect. The net resultant decrease in the surface
sensible heating of the overlying air, and thus the reduced deep heating of the troposphere, weakens the
TTG, hence delaying the ISM onset.
We analysed a twin-set of experiments based on the ECMWF Seasonal Forecasting System 4 on the
one hand, and a new set of S2 forecasts on the other hand. The S4 forecasts comprise the 4-month long
15-member ensemble simulations starting on 1 April each year for the period 1981-2010, part of the
operational “System 4” seasonal historical reforecasts made at ECMWF. We then performed a second
15-member ensemble simulation, hereafter S2, which is identical to Series 1 in all aspects except that
that initial conditions (IC) for snow-related land surface variables over the HTP region (hereafter
defined as 27°N-40°N, 70°E-100°E) are randomized in a systematic manner, using 1 April IC from
years between 1981 and 2010. The randomized variables are snow depth, snow density, snow albedo,
snow layer temperature, soil moisture, soil temperature and skin temperature. Both series have realistic
initial atmospheric and oceanic states, derived from ERAINT and from ORA-S4 oceanic reanalysis,
respectively.

Fig. 17 Time series of ensemble-mean monsoon onset dates from the forecasts: Series1 (blue) and Series 2 (red). Also
plotted are the onset dates from ERA-Interim (green). The correlation between the forecasts and ERA-interim is also
indicated.

We use the thermodynamic based definition of ISM onset following Xavier et al. (2007) and
Prodhomme et al. (2015). This definition is based on the TTG reversal over the ISM region. The TTG is
defined as the vertically integrated tropospheric (200-600 hPa) temperature difference, between a
northern region (5N-35N) and southern region (15S-5N) over 40E-100E. The monsoon onset is
defined as the day of the first change of sign of TTG from negative to positive with the sign remaining
positive for at least 5 days to prevent bogus onsets. The forecast model (Series 1) mean onset date
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(based on the ensemble-mean TTG) is 26th May, while in ERAINT it is 29th May, i.e. around 3 days
later. The onset inter-annual variability in the Series 1 is in good agreement with ERAINT (Fig. 16),
with a significant correlation of 0.77.
Figure 17 shows the composite evolution of the difference of 2m temperature between years of high and
low April HTP snow depth in Series 1. Cold surface temperature anomalies persist over the HTP region
and large surrounding areas in April. As the season progresses, the cooling area is more localized over
the HTP region. Not only does the increased snowpack in April reduce the sensible heating near the
surface, but also the deep heating of the troposphere: the composite of the tropospheric temperature
(200-600hPa) shows a large region of cooling over the Tibetan Plateau and surrounding areas, which
persists in May. Interestingly however, warm surface temperature anomalies appear over the Indian
sub-continent in late May that persist and strengthen in June. Precipitation composites shows negative
precipitation anomalies covering the eastern Arabian Sea, along the west-coast of the Indian peninsula
and most of Bay of Bengal in May and spreads to the northern part of the Indian sub-continent by June.
In summary, the negative precipitation anomalies and persisting dry and warm surface conditions over
India indicate a delayed monsoon onset when the HTP snowpack in April is anomalously high.
Finally, moisture availability analysis indicated reduced moisture availability to the Indian sub-continent
in May, opposing the climatological southwesterly monsoonal flux that brings moisture into the region.
The delayed onset is further evident in the time series of the seasonal evolution of the ensemble-mean
TTG (Fig. 18): for the high snow years (blue lines), the onset is clearly delayed with respect to the low
snow years (red lines). The composite difference between the monsoon onset for the high snow and low
snow years is about 8 days, which is significant at 95% based on a Monte-Carlo bootstrapping method.
Note that the onset time corresponds to a lead of about two months, as the forecasts start in April. The
TTG values for high and low snow years are indistinguishable in the first few days of the simulation,
and the separation between the high and low snow years starts after about ten days. TTG from the
ERAINT reanalysis shows larger day-to-day and intra-seasonal variability for both the high and low
snow years. The composite difference between the monsoon onset for the high snow and low snow years
for ERAINT is about 9 days, close to the model value of around 8 days.
To assess the impact of realistic springtime HTP snow initial condition on the monsoon onset, we
contrast Series 1 against the “unrealistic” Series 2. The time series of onset dates from Series 2 has a
lower correlation against ERAINT than Series 1 had. The RMSE of onset day between Series 2 and
ERA-Interim is 5.5 days, larger when compared to Series 1. The mean onset date in Series 2 is May 25 th
and the corresponding composite difference between high and low snow years is 4 days, compared to 8
days in Series 1. Thus, according to our methodology, about half of the delay in monsoon onset is
attributed to the impact of realistic snow initialization over the HTP region. The rest of the delay could
arise from snow initialization elsewhere (e.g. in Eurasia), from the role of SSTs or from the atmospheric
initial condition providing a pre-conditioning. In these experiments with the ECMWF coupled seasonal
forecasts (see Senan et al., 2016, for more details), the specific impact of snow initialization over the
HTP region in springtime on the ISM onset was assessed. Composite differences associated with interannual snow depth anomalies over HTP are in close agreement with those found using reanalyses. Our
results are consistent with the Blanford hypothesis - when the HTP snowpack in April is anomalously
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high, persisting dry and warm surface conditions and negative precipitation anomalies over India in
May-June indicate a delayed monsoon onset. The contrast between an anomalously high versus low
snowpack over the HTP region influences the tropospheric heating in pre-monsoon months, delays the
reversal of the TTG and the onset of the monsoon by up to 8 days. A sensitivity experiment with
unrealistic (randomized) snow initial condition over the HTP region indicates that about half of the
delay can be attributed to the impact of snow over the HTP region. The rest of the delay could arise from
snow initialization elsewhere (e.g. over Eurasia), from SSTs or from the atmospheric initial state
conditioning the snowpack build-up. However, the delay attributable to HTP snow (4 days) is of the
order of the inter-annual variability in modelled ensemble-mean ISM onset (5.5 days). Thus, in spite of
this caveat, HTP snow is an important component of the inter-annual variability of the monsoon.

Fig. 18 Composites of Series 1 monthly mean (a-c) 2 m temperature, (d-f) vertically integrated temperature between 200600 hPa, (g-i) precipitation (mm day-1) and (j-l) vertically integrated moisture flux vectors (kg m-1 s-1), as a difference
between high and low snow years. Only the 95% significance levels (based on a Monte-Carlo bootstrapping method) are
shaded in a-i.
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Fig. 19 Daily time evolution of the meridional tropospheric temperature gradient (TTG) over the Indian monsoon region in
(a) Series 1 and (b) ERA-Interim for the different high snow (blue dashed) and low snow (red dashed) years and their
composite mean (thick blue and red lines respectively). Also plotted are the climatological mean (thick black) and the
envelope (grey shading) of one standard deviation spread for the 1981-2010 period

3.3.7 Impact of snow initialisation versus horizontal resolution upon the monsoon in EC-Earth
The set of four EC-Earth V3.1 simulations carried out by the BSC group also provides some clues on
the relative roles of increasing model resolution and initializing snow and soil moisture upon the
seasonal forecast skill of the ISM. Simulations were started on 1st of May with the standard (T255) or
higher resolution (T511), both with climatological or else realistically initialised soil moisture and
snow. Various monsoon-related indices are used to characterize the ISM in the different simulations: i)
Indian Monsoon Dynamical Index (IMDI): zonal wind at 850 hPa averaged in the region 40ºE80º E5ºN15ºN minus the wind at averaged in the region 70ºE90ºE-20ºN30ºN. ii) The Extended Indian
Monsoon Rainfall (EIMR): precipitation averaged in the region 70ºE110ºE-10ºN30ºN. iii) Indian
Summer Monsoon Rainfall (ISMR) precipitation averaged over land in the region 70ºE95ºE-5ºN30ºN.
Using an onset definition based on the day for which precipitation from ERA-Interim averaged in the
ISM region (IMSR index) exceeds 5 mm/day (Wang and LinHo, 2002), Table 3 shows that realistic
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initialization leads to a slight and non-significant improvement of the onset date skill in the standard
resolution experiments; however, this improvement is not visible in the high-resolution experiments.
On the other side, increasing resolution leads to a significant increase of the monsoon onset skill.
Figure 19 shows the correlation between the above-mentioned indices estimated with ERAINT and
those estimated with the several EC-Earth V3.1 simulations with realistic or climatological
initialisation, and higher or lower resolution. The figure also shows the Indian Dipole Index (IOD)
behaviour in the different runs. In short, realistic initialisation brings no measureable improvement
upon climatological initialisation. Figure 20 shows the skill of El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO),
which is known to strongly influence the monsoon onset (Xavier et al. 2007). This figure shows that
increasing resolution leads to a strong improvement of ENSO skill in this version of the model, this
improvement might partly explain the increase in the skill of the monsoon onset in the high-resolution
experiments.
There are some reasons that could explain the discrepancies between the results obtained with the
ECMWF and the EC-Earth models. On one hand, based on the ECMWF simulations, the ISM onset is
influenced by the April snow depth in particular over the HTP region (1 week delay corresponding to
anomalously high snow over the HTP region). On the other hand, initialisation of soil moisture and
snow in May in EC-Earth does not seem to influence the ISM onset. In contrast to the former study, the
latter study (i) estimated skill difference between global climatological (already of good quality) and
realistic initial conditions for both soil moisture and snow, rather than large initial snow perturbations
over the HTP region specifically, (ii) used different onset criteria based on rainfall exceedance or on
winds, rather than the TTG inversion, and (iii) the lead time is different as the ECMWF simulations
were started in April, when snow anomalies are higher.
SR-CLIM

SR-INIT

HR-CLIM

HR-INIT

ERA-interim

Mean

May 19th

May 19th

May 19th

May 18th

May 26th

Standard
deviation

5.9

5.72

5.12

5.44

10.9

correlation

0.3

0.44*

0.67*

0.64*

Table 3: Onset date characteristics based on the day for which precipitation from ERA-Interim averaged over India exceeds
5 mm/day in the ISMR region; the continental precipitation is over the region (70ºE-95ºE;5ºN-30ºN). The quantile
corresponding to this value is estimated with cross-validation for the month of May and July in the different simulations.
Then the onset date in the model is estimated as the first day exceeding this quantile in the model. Stars mark correlation
significant at 95% confidence level.
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Figure 20: Correlation of various monthly-mean monsoon-related indices with ERAINT for the several EC-Earth V3.1
simulations with realistic or climatological initialisation, and higher or lower resolution.

Figure 21: The Niño 3.4 index correlation between SRes-CLIM (black), SRes-INIT (red), HRes-CLIM (blue) and HResINIT (yellow) and observational data, either from ESA (plain lines) or ERSST (dashed lines). Results are for the May start
date with EC-Earth. Dots shows the correlation significant at 95% confidence level. Green stars show the correlation in IRes
and HRes significantly different from SRes at 95% confidence level.

3.4. Link with Arctic sea ice and other workpackages
Recent statistical hindcast models combine a predictor related to the autumn Eurasian snow cover with
one related to autumn Arctic sea ice variability (Garcia-Herrera et al., 2015; Furtado et al., 2016), esp.
over the Barents-Kara sea in November. Gain in skill in the above-mentioned studies arose from these
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two cryospheric factors coming into play at different stages of the seasonal cycle, yet both involving a
linkage with the stratosphere.
In summer, the conditions that lead to low Arctic sea ice also influence the snowfall over the Arctic and
the snow mass over northern Eurasia. Figure 21 shows total precipitation and snowfall composites for
high minus low sea ice melt rates in summer (MJJA) months in 1979–2013, derived from ERAINT
(Knudsen et al., 2015). Hence, circulation patterns that promote low sea ice (more precisely here, high
melt rate) also promote low snowfall over the Arctic, over the Russian sector of the Arctic in particular.
Incidently, they also promote wet summers over Northern Europe (British Isles and Scandinavia). In
addition, Fig. 22 shows that, in June, there is a deficit of snow mass over the central Russian Arctic,
when the sea ice melt rate is high. This is due to the fact that storms then avoid the central Arctic and
track more zonally across Eurasia toward the Far East (Knudsen et al., 2015). Hence, we can surmise
that there is an interplay between sea ice and snow depth, due to moisture transport and background
circulation patterns. Improved sea ice initialisation might then have a direct impact on snow
distribution. However, it is most likely the Arctic sea ice conditions in autumn might be more important
for the wintertime circulation, through their impact upon the snow distribution over Eurasia. Although
Wegmann et al. (2015) showed that low sea ice over the Barents-Kara sea induces increased snow
depth over parts of southwestern Siberia, it is still unclear that it influences the continental-wide snow
depths.

Fig. 22 (a) Total precipitation and (b) snowfall composites for high minus low sea ice melt rates in summer (MJJA) months
in 1979–2013, derived from ERA-Interim.
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Fig. 23 Composite difference of snow depth anomalies (cm) in June, for anomalously high minus low sea ice melt rate
during that month, derived from ERA-Interim over 1979-2013.
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Partner

Person-months
(actual)

NILU
ECMWF
BSC
MeteoF
Total

4
3.5
1
4
12.5

Personmonths
(in-kind)
1
0
0
4
5

Period covered

M12-46
M19-46
M30-46
M1-24

7. Sustainability

 While there is little gain in the skill of the winter-mean NAO forecast resulting from using realistic
versus climatological snow initialisation, there are however skill increments in snow and in surface
temperature across parts of Eurasia at the sub-seasonal time scale, i.e. the first two months. Snow
forecasts are also more reliable. An in-depth case study of a cold European winter further
demonstrates that snow-related processes impact the NAO on the sub-seasonal time scale when
snow perturbations are large. Diagnostics of the spring forecast of the Indian Summer Monsoon
clearly indicates that several factors besides snow depth over the HTP region influence the monsoon
onset. Use of high-resolution appears to be primordial to augment skill.
 These conclusions are relevant in the operational context. The lessons learned from the analysis of
these experiments will be valuable in designing the snow initialisation for the new ECMWF System
5.
 This deliverable links with Cross Cutting Theme 3: Case studies and extremes: cold European
winters.
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